
CORONAVIRUS: FACTS NOT FEAR 

1. False Figures 

 Changes to documentation procedures make it acceptable to report CV19 on a death certificate without confirmation 
which is inflating statistics. 
Allowing deaths to be classified as CV19 whilst ignoring other serious underlying causes gives false statistics and stating 
that someone has died “WITH” CV19 rather than OF has created false figures. 

 Governments have based a lot of their decision making on models created by Imperial College that have now been shown 
to be grossly overestimated and has failed in past claims. 

2. Exaggerated Severity 

 Days before the lockdown, the PHE downgraded CV19 to a non- HCID. (High Consequence Infectious Disease) 
Statistics show in England that its severity has been grossly overestimated and the high recovery rate ignored. Multiple 
studies show a fatality rate of those infected is estimated between 0.02% and 0.8%. 

 2119 deaths in England to date (19/06/20) in those under the age of 60. Of those, 297 had no co morbidities. There are 
42.216 million under 60 in England. That works out as 0.005% chance of death for anyone under 60 with  diagnosed co 
morbidity. (hospital deaths) If you have no diagnosed underlying serious health issues then its 0.0007%.(Data Source: NHS 
England) This study demonstrates that some asymptomatic people may not be infectious: 
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32178768/  

3. Unreliability of Information 
 The man responsible for the guidelines measures, Neil Ferguson has been wrong so often that some of his fellow 

modellers call him “The Master of Disaster.” He claimed in 2002 that 50,000 people would die from exposure to BSE in 
beef; only 177 died. 
In 2005 he claimed that 200 million people could die of the bird flu; only a few hundred died. In 2009 that Swine flu 
would kill 65 thousand in the UK; it killed approximately 450 people.. 

 He has also admitted to overestimating the CV threat. In March 2020, Ferguson admitted that his model of the COVID-19 
disease was based on undocumented, 13 year old computer code that was intended to be used for a feared influenza 
pandemic, rather than CV. Ferguson declined to release his original code so that other scientists could check his results. 
Eventually he resigned after breaking his own guidelines. Why have governments of the world accepted a model from 
someone who has got it wrong so spectacularly in the past? 

 The WHO declared the swine flu epidemic of 1976 which never eventuated. This government-led campaign was widely 
viewed as a debacle and led to the unnecessary vaccination of about 45 million citizens. In 2005 the WHO claimed H5N1 
would be a pandemic and kill as many as 150 million people worldwide; this never happened. WHO members are being 
funded by vaccine companies which is a conflict of interest of enormous proportions. 

4. Testing Flaws 

 RT PCR tests are not equipped to test for infectious diseases according to its inventor. PCR testing procedures produce 
very high false positive results. There is no test that isolates Covid19. FDA tested kits were contaminated with CV. 
Eurofins test kits were also contaminated and the Tanzanian President tested fruit and a goat, both of which came back 
positive.In Italy, testing was flawed when each test result that had two tests mistakenly claimed that it was two people  
rather than one. 

 The Coronavirus Bill states that any individual can be forcibly quarantined in government facilities AGAINST THEIR WILL if 
officials have "reason to believe" they may have coronavirus. The new "contact tracing app" on phones means anyone 
logged as having had contact with someone who has tested positive by walking near them could be forced to quarantine. 
Several other apps are in development that have raised serious privacy issues. The NHS app allows a CIA funded company 
(Palantir)to access all the NHS health care data on everyone in the country. An NHSX  App costing tax payers £11.8m was 
recently abandoned by UK govt.. 

 Governments are using CV test results (which don’t prove infectiousness or hazard) to enforce local lockdowns and other 
quarantine measures which contravene human rights and are damaging to communities and society. 

5. Massive conflicts of Interest 

 There are massive financial incentives linking all the pandemic players from Imperial college, Bill Gates, World Health 
Organisation, govt. and non govt. agencies in CV diagnostics and CV vaccines. Bill Gates is now the largest donor to the 
WHO. Gates has poured £Ms into Imperial College London ($14.5M in 2018) who created the flawed forecasts. Gates also 
proposed ID2020, a certificate of vaccination ID. The vaccine is an excuse to force you to comply with a regime that 
requires you to carry, at all times, a unique electronic identifier, with which your movements and interactions can be 
tracked and traced at all times. 

6. The disasters that will occur because of Lockdown 

 Lockdown and social distancing is not only unnecessary, but actually counterproductive, where immunity to disease is 
concerned. Human immune systems are exercised and strengthened through exposure to multiple threats, not 
weakened. 
Peter Nilsson, a professor of internal medicine and epidemiology at Lund University, and many other scientists warn that 
economic devastation caused by lockdowns will cause more deaths than CV19 itself. 
Cancer treatments are being withheld; hospital attendances are down 90% and strokes are down by 70% which means 
they are going unreported or being used to claim a CV diagnosis. 30.000 unexplained, unrelated excess deaths have 
occurred during this period. Proper medical care for non-CV health problems has been withheld 

 A South African consortium calling itself Panda claimed that approximately 29 times MORE deaths will occur because of 
lockdown. 
The model also showed that based on European data, 90% of Covid-19 deaths were in people 70 or older with one or 
more co morbidity. The Lockdown in the UK has been compared to Sweden and shows no more or less deaths with NO 
Lockdown. 

7. Vaccines 

 Fast tracked vaccines WITHOUT studies are being implemented, partially funded by Gates and taxpayers money via 
govt’s.  (that could provide early warning of runaway immune response). In the next 2-3 months dangerous vaccines are 
to be given to the public in a mass vaccination campaign in a way that you have no choice but to comply; you're stuck in 
your house and you'll beg for the vaccine to get back to “normal”.  So the side effects are not revealed until the vaccine 
has already been widely distributed. 

 The planned vaccine will be an MRNA vaccine 

 MRNA has direct coding. It will do what it is programmed to do. In this case the RNA can cause direct DNA mutation 
which leads to cancer and autoimmune diseases. On the 12th September 2019, at the joint EU-WHO “Global Vaccination 
Summit”, they announced the “10 Actions towards Vaccination for All”, with a “feasibility study” set to run from 2019 
through 2021. 

 Another test was planned for global pandemic preparedness for a dangerous pathogen and pandemic which began in 
Sept 2019, created by WHO and World bank; members on its board include Chinese CDC, Fauci, Gates Foundation and 
others involved in CV and was planned to last until 2020. Many countries were given until July 2019 to create a cost 
effective plan that involves medical and political groups. 

8. Smart Agenda 

 In a September 2009 speech WHO Director-General Chan said “ministers of health” should take advantage of the 
“devastating impact” swine flu will have on poorer nations to get out the message that “changes in the functioning of the 
global economy” and that it should be used as a weapon against “international policies and systems that govern financial 
markets, economies, commerce, trade and foreign affairs.” 
That came to a halt when the swine flu vaccines were found to be contaminated and no pandemic emerged. The planned 
overhaul of every aspect of society using smart technology has been made possible due to CV in which Gates also has a 
vested interest.   

 To stop this, we must simply take back our power and carry on with our lives and with our businesses. Refuse to go 
cashless, once we have no control over physical cash we will be in the hands of  banks and govt.s. 

9. Masks 

 Some of the key concerns are that most masks are not only ineffective, but they’re also detrimental to health, as 
prolonged mask use can cause:  Hypercapnia, Hypoxia and a weakened immune system. Also people with respiratory 
conditions such as asthma, COPD etc are at extra risk from wearing masks. Please check out the TFL website for their Face 
Coverings Exemptions card & list (which includes kids under 11 years old). Masks are also used for social control, 
increased social isolation & by acquiescing to wearing masks sets a dangerous precedent for even more draconian 
measures such as: mandatory testing, mandatory Track and Trace Apps and mandatory experimental vaccines. 

10. Action 

 Switch off the TV, demand full inquiries into everyone involved in the pandemic claims BEFORE accepting vaccines, read 
facts and print this leaflet via website below and share with your community. 

 Consider writing to Council, Schools, Police and other organisations to make sure they are aware of the important facts. 

For further info : https://cvpandemicinvestigation.com/covid-19-investigation-report-challenging-the-narrative-pandemic 
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